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Author's Note
Parts of this manuscript have been previously published, in
different forms in: (magazines) ·Hear, Sinister Wisdom (USA),

Carg0; (books) Soft Lounges, Difference, 1be Writing on the
Wall, Inner Cit ies, The Exploding FrangifJant (NZ), Body
Line s .
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support: The Victorian Ministry for the Arts, for a research
and travel grant that made it possible for me to complete the
manuscript; to Penguin Books for unpaid leave that enabled
me to take up a position as Adjunct Professor in the Women's
Studies Department at San Diego State University, California,
making it possible for me to finish writing what I'd begun so
long ago.
W hen a book spreads itself over many years there are
many individuals to thank. Thanks go to various unnamed
people for their support and encouragement throughout.
Particular thanks are due to Kaye Moseley who has seen it
through every draft; to Robyn Arianrhod for discussions on
physics; to the women in the writers group in San Diego for
support during the writing of the first final draft; to Gill
Hanscombe for insightful feedback at a crucial time and Suniti
Namjoshi for the title; to others who have read it in various
drafts in particular to Primrose and Hugh Hawthorne, Jackie
Yowell, Cathie Dunsford, Beryl Fletcher, Susan Sayer and Sara
Hardy. Many thanks to Suzanne Bellam y for the cover
sculpture, to Lariane Fonseca for photographing it, to Ann
Wojczuk for the cover design, and to Lorna Hendry for the
typesetting. Especial thanks to Jane Arms for her sensitive and
thorough editing. And finally to Renate Klein who has given
the kind of support every writer dreams of.
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I am an electrical impulse. I discharg e at random across a
syna p s e, at the thre shhold of a seizure. Grand mal.
Idiopathic. Withou t warning .
She cries out. I dance.
She waves her arms about, falls. Her pupils dilate, teeth
bite into the tongue. I am dancing. Her face is the blue of
cyanide. I rampage. Her muscles contract. She convulses.
Saliva mixed with blood dribbles from her mouth. She has
lost consciousness.

The sun rose, stretching its petals across the horizon.
Estella fell. She fell into b lackness. An electrical explosion
took her out of consciousness to the edge of annihilation.
The sun was high now. Everything etched sharply. Her
mind reached out into the almost blinding sunlight, crossed
the bridge spanning night, and headed into the void.
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